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I, HISTORY: 

"Circus, a space in the strict sense circular, but sometimes 

oval or even oblong, intended for the exhibition of races and 

athletic contests generally (a ring or circle; probably "circus" 

and "ring" are of the same origin.) The circus differs from the 

theatre inasmuch as the perfoirmance is taken place in a central 
i 

circular apace and not on a stage at one end of the building," 

In Roman Antiquities the circus was a building for the 

exhibition of horse and chariot races and other amusements. It 

consisted of tiers of seats running parallel with the sides of the 

course and forming a crescent round one of the ends. The other 

end was straight and at right angles to the course, so that the 

plan of the whole had nearly the form of an ellipse cut in half 

at its vertical axis. Along the transverse axis ran a fence 

separating the return course from the starting one. The straight 

end had no seats, but was occupied by the stalls where the chariots 

and horses were held in readiness. This end constituted also 

the front of the building with the main entrance. At each end 

of the course were three conical pillars to mark its limits, 

* Encyclopaedia Britannica 
Volume 5 (castr to cole), 195^, PP. 721 
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THE MODERN CIRCUS 

" The circus in modern times is a form of popular enter-

tainment which has little in common with the institution of 

classical Rome, It is frequently nomadic in character, the place 

of the permanent building known to the ancients as the circus 

being taken by a tent, which is carried from place to place 

and set up temporarily on any site procurable at coimtry fairs 

or in provincial towns, and in which spectacular performances 

are given by a troupe employed by the proprietor. The pentre 

of the tent forms an arena arranged as a horse-ring, strewn 

with tan or other soft substance, where the performances take 

place, the seats of the cpectators being arranged in ascending 

tiers around the central space." 

The popularity of the circus in England may be traced to 

that kept by Philip Astley in London at the end of the eight

eenth century. Astley was followed by Ducrow, whose feats of 

horsemanship has much to do with establishing the traditions of 

the circus, which were perpetuated by Hengler's and Sanger's 

celebrated shows in a later generation. The influence of 

P.T. Barnum (U.S.), whose claim to be the possessor of "the 

greatest show on earth" was no exaggeration, brought about a 

considerable change in the character of the modern circus. 

In arenas large for speech to be easily audible, the traditional 

comic dialogue of a clown assumed a less prominent place than 

^ Encyclopaedia Britannica 
Volume 5 (castr to cole), 195^j PP« 721 



formerly, while the vastly increased wealth of stage properties 

relegated to the background the old-fashioned equestrian feats, 

which were replaced by more ambitious acrobatic performers and 

by exhibitions of skill, strength, and daring requiring the 

employment of nianbers of performers and often of complicated 

and expensive machinery. These tendencies are most likely to 

happen in shows given in permanent buildings in large cities as 

the London Hippodrome, which v/as built as a combination of the 

circus, the menagerie and the varity theatre, where wild animals 

such as lions and elephants from time to time appeared in the 

ring and were convulsions of natvire such as floods, earth

quakes, and volcanic eruptions have been produced with &xi 

extraordinary wealth of realistic display. At the Hippodrome 

in Paris, a circus of the true classical type in which the arena 

is entirely surrounded by the seats of the spectators, chariot 

races after the Roman model were held in the latter part of the 

nineteenth century, at which prizes of considerable value were 

given by the management. In accordance with the developments 

just described, the circus may at the present time be divided 

into three distinct types. The British is a caravan; the continental, 

a music hall fitted with arena and stables; and the American, a 

mobile arsenal of amusements. 

The circus has drawn its performing talent from the ends 

of the earth. In its vast size and peculiar mobility is 

American to the core. Nowhere else has it achieved the propor

tions existing in the U.o.A. 
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The United States Circus 

The A.'nerican circus is a spectacular form of entertainment, 

romantic in character,presenting its exhibitions in tents 

(rarely in buildings), and moving its performers, staff, 

working crews, animals, and all paraphernalia on its own 

railway cars; or, in the case of a few small shows, by horse-

drawn wagons, motor trucks, or river boats. It comprises, 

physically, in the order :.with. . the approach ("front"); 

refreshment-booths ("candy stands"); ticket and office wagons; 

one or more side shows ("kid shows") containing human and 

animal oddities; the big show main entrance ("front door"); 

the canopied way ("marquee") leading to the menagerie; the 

menagerie teiit exhibiting animals caged and in corrals; the 

elephant "line up" and refreshment stands; the canvas-walled 

passage ("connection") leading from the menagerie to the main 

tent ("big top"); the rear entrance ("back door")to the main^ 

tent, opening on a compotuad ("back yard") in wnich are located 

performer's dressing tents, properties, property and wardrobe 

wagons, vehicles used in the pageant ("the spic"), and other 

equipment essential to the production. 

The Early Americaji Circus 

During colonial days several English showmen brought 

small troupes to the United States, Among the first was 



Rickett's Circus which was exhibited in Greenwhich theatre 

near the Battery, New York, in 1795. Probably the first 

American born showman of note was Rufus '.,'elch, who in 1818 

managed a wagon show and later directed larger outfits. In 

New York, in a building seating 5,5̂ 0 persons, said at that time 

to be the largest place of amusement in America, Early circuses, 

but subsequent to the foregoing, were those of "Old" John Robinson, 

Dick Sands, and Van Amburgh, the two last named making European 

tours in the 1940'6, Notable among American tent showmen may 

be named L.B. Lent, Adam Forepaugh, Dan Rice, the Sells brothers, 

V/.C. Coup, P.T. Barnum, James A, Bailey, and the Ringling brothers. 

Lent's historic New York circus played winter engagements on 

l4th Street opposite the old Academy of Music, and toured linder 

canvas during the summer months of the 60's and early '70's. 

His was the first show of size to travel by rail, Forepaugh was 

one of the tent world's most picturesque characters and the 

reputed precursor of the riiodern beauty contests. Rice was the 

nost famous of American clowns and the operator of boat shows on 

the Mississippi, The Sells brothers in 1872 founded the show 

bearing their name, giving distinct impetus to the "brother idea." 

P.T, Barnum was persuaded by Dan Costello to enter the circus 

field. Bailey, the master shovmaan, both past and present, 

introduced a third ring and devised an intervening stage. 

The Ringling brothers were remarkable for their individual 

ability to direct,separate departments of their show. Beginning 

in 1882 they bought-the-shoW'"bearing their name to a size equalling 
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that of the largest. Upon the death of Bailey they purchased 

in 1907 the Barnua and Bailey "Greatest Show on Earth", but 

conducted it as a separate inrtitution until 1919 when they 

combined it v;ith that bearing their name. The consolidation 

was directed by Jolm Ringling until his death in 19^6, 

An average of ^0 different tent ohows toured more or less 

extensively throiigh the U.S. each year. The touring season usually 

begins in April or May and continues into November. The inter

vening time is spent in winter quarters. 

The biggest of the circuses, Ringling brothers and Barnum 

and Bailey, makes its springtime debut in Madison Square Garden 

in New York City, and then plays a short engagement in a similar 

building in Boston, Thereafter it tours under canvas. 

There are not many circuses travelling by rail; most of the 

smaller ones are motorized, travelling the highways of the 

country much the same as their ancestors— the wagon or "mud shows'! 

did a hundred years ago. 
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II. ELEMENTS 

1, The Arena 

In the Greek and Roman timeL. this was where the performance 

took place. It had seating on three sides. In some cases it 

was round. In the modern day circus in America it has progressed 

frow one ring to three rings, each approxinately 44 feet in 

diameter. Two center poles raised the canvas to a height of 

approximately 65 to 70 feet over the center ring. The seating 

was on three sides and sometiî ies partly inclosing the fourth side 

which was used as the "Back Poor," This is a "large aperture 

in the main tent opening onto the backyard. Used by most acts 

for entry and exit." Another major entrance is the "Front 

Door, the entrance to the circus tent u-ed by customers." * 

Surrounding the performing area is the "Hippodrome track: the 

cinder (or sawdust) track clear around the arena, just in front 

of the customer's seats." 5 The band stand is another important 

part of the circus. All acts usually are accompanied with music. 

In Europe the indoor circus usually follows the came general 

layout except there is only one ring, and they are not under 

canvas. There is also usually a stage of some sort. The 

' 5. Fred Bradna and Hartzell _The_3ig To£_ 
1 Simon and Schuster New York~Xl952T~P•"xi 
4. Ibid , p. xii 

' 5.Ibid, p, xiii 
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rigging is supported from the permanent top instead of the center 

pole. The seating is iu rising tiers around the Hippodrome track. 

In Europe there are lenuanent seats auch as are in coliseims and 

auditoriiBiis. In the U.S. tent shows the seating is in large ujnits 

t'pat are collapsable. The seats are padded and very comfortable, 

2, Administration 

In the tent shows of today in the U.S,, the circus is usually 

run by one or two people. The final say on anything is by him. 

Under this manager are the Boss Hussler. He is the ̂ -̂ erson who 

gets the tent up and down and moves the equipment from place to 

place. The Boss Raggular has cliarge of the laandlir̂  of all 

animals, the feeding and taking care of them, also seeing that 

they are at the right place at the right time for their act. 

Perhaps the most colorful person in the circus is the 

Equestrain Director. He leads the parade, the "spec", and 

directs the show with his whistle. He is usually dressed in 

tails and top hat. He is the go-betv/een the circus and the public, 

^ On the road the Red wagon is the business office, also the 

ticket office. All the circus business is condicted here; 

tickets, pay roll, bills, and complaints, 

5, Dressing 

In the circus there is alot of tradition behind it. It comes out 

i( 

most in the dressing room. This is usually a large tent just 

off the back door. The positions in the dressing tent were 

slotted by tradition. Since the lights were strung on center 

poles, the inside locations were best illuminated, and therefore 
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had greatest prestige. Bareback riders received the best light 

and were nearest to the door, as befitted their station. In 

descending prestige in dressing room locations were the great 

stars other than equestrians, then the aerialists, acrobats, and 

non-starred riders such as manege performers. The supernumeraries 

occupied what space was left, again in descending order. They 

took their rank from the station of those in whose acts they 

worked. The clowns were at the rear where no wind would blow 

their make-up and their sector was called "clown alley," Today 

some of the bigger stars have private dressing tents, 

4, Storage 

There is a vast amoxmt of equipment used to run a circus. 

This equipment varies much with the type of job it is to 

perform. For example, some trapize performers use very elaborate 

sets of rigging for their acts. There are props for equestrian 

acts, clowns, and tumblers. All of these things have to be 

stored between shows and also be easy to get to when needed. 

There is a great deal of storage space needed for wardrobes. 

The wardrobe mistress has charge of this. She has the costumes 

ready for the performer when they need them. Each performer 

will make three or four changes during each show. Also, each 

performer will have a trimk or two with iiis or her own 

costumes and make-up, etc. So storage has to be provided for 

the trunks, 

5, Fred Baadna and Hartzell Spence The Big; Top 
Simon and Schuster New York (I952ji p. 215 
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The harnesG and rigs for the horses, elephants , andother 

performing animals is important. The feed has to be stored until 

used. The cages and wagons used in the arena will have to be 

stored where they can be reached easily, 

5» Animals 

There are a great many animals required to perform in the circus^ 

lions, tigars, leopard, horses, elephants, dogs, and seals. 

These animals played a big part in the life of a circus in the 

early years of the circus. The horses would pull the wagons from 

town to town and the elephants would help raise the tents. 

In the present day time the circus rides on railroads and moves 

in trucks but the elephant still does his share in getting the 

big top up, 

A great deal of care is given to these animals. They are 

a major part of a lot of acts such as bareback riding, lion-

taming, and so forth. So, if anything should happen to the 

animals, the act is often a failure. All of the larger circuses 

carry a veterinarian along to look after the welfare of these 

animals, 

6, Dining 

V/hen a circus started settling upon a new location, the first 

tent to go up was the cook and dining tent. This is considered 

to be the heart of the circus. Dining room tradition has 

survived the years \jncĥ nged. Each member of the circus has an 

assigned position, like a boy in school. The trestle tables, set 
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on saw bucks and seating four on each side, have a definite 

prestige.depending on their closeness to the door,: The first 

table is reserved for the ovmer. Table two is for management; 

the general manager, treasurer, equestrian director, and personnel 

director. Then begin the fapformer's tables arranged in the same 

tradition of precedence as dressing room accommodations.v/ith 

equestrians first and aerialists second. The great families have 

private tables. In I9O5 the crew ate at the opposite end of the 

cook tent with tables in descending rank from the boss property man, 

boss canvasman, boss electrician, ring-stock superintendent, 

managerie supervisor, and chief blacksmith, down to the laborers. 

Today these workmen have a separate dining tent, 

7, Museum 

The present day circuses usually have a menagerie. In the old 

day it was called a museum, the place where the freaks and 

strange people were shown. Today it is a tent adjoining the 

main big top. V/hen the customer gets a ticket this entitles them 

to see the menagerie. This usually consisted of the animals such 

as the elephant, camels, lions, and tiger, etc. This is all vjays 

a big thrill to the kids. 

Around over the nation today there are coming into existance 

museums for the preservation of the history of the circus. They 

have relics of some of the more famous circuses and circus per

formers. These are very helpful in the preservation of the 

circus traditions. 

T". Fred Bradna and Kartell Spence The Big Top 
Simon ind Schuster New York (1952) p, 57 
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III, PROGRAM 

1, Purpose: 

The purpose of this building is to house a circus. The building 

will house all facilities that go to make up the workings of a 

circus. 

A certain well known circus has decided to build a perma

nent building iiywnich to perform. They have been a road show 

in the summer and wintering the rest of the year. From now on 

they will be playing only in this building, 

2, Site: 

The circus compay has made a permanent agreement with the State 

Fair Association of Texas for a portion of the fair groî nds in 

Dallas, The plot is located in the north-east corner of the 

grounds. It is next to the live stock buildings and close to 

the railroad yard just north of the fair grounds. The site is 

now being used as a parking lot. The proposed building will take 

up about one half of the parking lot, A parking building is 

proposed for the near future by the Fair Association. A parking 

lot for approximately one thousand cars ia being provided in 

conjunction with the building. At the rear of the site will be 

outdoor pens for the animals in fair weather, otherwise they will 

be housed in the main building. All feed will be housed there also*. 
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This location will be very good for a small circus because 

the State Fair itself is a good drawing card for people. The mid

way just to the south of this site will stay open the year round 

just as several other buildings on the groimd. All in all this 

should be a very good site for a circus, 

5, Method of Operation: 

The main administration will be carried on by the owners and the 

manager, A secretary and treasury will handle the money from 

ticket sales and the salary for the employees. The purchasing 

agent will be in charge of the supplies and also the feed for 

the animals. The animal care-taker will be responsible for the 

welfare of the animals. The performers will have dressing rooms 

in the building but housing is not provided on the site, 

4, Space Requirement; 

I, Administration 
A, Manager 
B. Owner 
0, Receptionist 
D, Secretary and treasxirer 
E, Vatilt 
F, Purchasing 
G, Bookkeeping 
H, A meeting room 
1, Publicist with an art department 
J, Toilets 

II, Museum 
A. Display space 
B, Storage and performing area 

III, Animals 
A, Large animals 
B, Small animals 
0, Tank animals 
D, Caged animals 
E, Pens (outdoor) 
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IV, storage 
A, Feed (preparation) 
B, frops sty , 
0. General sty 

V, Dressing 
A. Performers (stars) 
B, Performers (men and women) 
0, Clowns 
D. Showers and toilets 

VI, Wardrobe 
A, Storage 

VII, Roustabouts 
A, Cockers 
B, Toilets and showers 

VIII, Ground keepers 
A, Storage 

IX, First Aid 
A, Bedroom for first aid 
B, Examiners room 
C, Storage 

X, Veterinarian 
A. Examining room 
B, Operations 
0, Storage 

XI, Mechanical 
A, Heating 
B, Cooling 

XII, Public Toilets 
A, Lounge 
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IV, SOLUTION 

At the start of preseasonWactica sections the animals for 

the individual act will arrive by train or van and be alloted 

space in the building and also outdoor pens. There, trainers 

and riders will be given a certain space in the dressing rooms. 

If they are billed as stars,they will probably be given private 

dressing rooms. Most of the individual act will have their own 

costumes. For those people in the chorus line and other group 

acts the costume will be furnished by the wardrobe department. 

They will be picked up before each act and returned after the 

number is over. The animals will be feed and cared for by the 

animal keepers. The different harni^ and riggings for the acts 

will be stored in special places and men will have them ready for 

use when needed. If any animals should become sick or hurt, the 

veterinarian will take care of them. Also, a first aid station 

is provided for performers in case of accidents. The performers 

will be able to practice in the arena and on the practice lot 

behind the building. 

To reach the arena the animals are brought down to the 

basement on a ramp or elevator.and kept in the ready space and 

then taken into the arena by a tunnel that opens at one end of the 

stands. After the act is over, they go back the same v/ay to the 

stalls. The performer's dressing rooms are all ready in the 

basement close to the tunnel so they can make quick changes. 
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There is an elevator and ramp that they can use to get to the 

basement, 

V/hen the spectators arrive at the site, there ia plenty 

of parking near the building. They will approach the buildings by 

a wide walk flanked with a reflection pool and flags. Tickets 

will be purchased at the booth under the canopy at the main 

entrance. These tickets will be taken at the door in the main 

building. Before or after the show the public is invited to go 

through the museum and the animal's quarters. A snack bar and 

concession stands are located under the stands. Public toilets 

are located in the basement \mder the entry lobby space. 
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V, CONCLUSION 

The problem for this semester was to design a circus 

building to be built on the fair grounds at Dallas, Texas, 

This was accomplished by the research in this notebook, 

and a series of sketches. The final solution is presented 

by means of five sheets of dravangs, a scale model, and a 

plan analysis including this notebook. 
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